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THE JUDICIAL GREFFIER: This aotion relates to the conduct and 
settlement of which were the 

5 Plaintiffs Heinrich Laumann K.G. in 1984 and which 
came to trial in 1986 with the first named Defendant ac for 
the Plaintiffs. The Plainti s that as a result 0= the 

10 

unfavourable outcome 
substantial conceded 

of those proceedings, which were 
the Plaintiffs on the advice of the 

first named Defendant, their businesses have si cantly 



declined end have moved from 
substantial losses~ 

2 

prof1table to 

The action was commenced in 1989 ar:d r.,cved 
5 until 1993 \vhen the actior;. was struck out. The plaintiffs 
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succeeded in the str out ord~r overturned in 1995 
haVe continued a since when various 

re-re-arrendment of the Order of Justice. 
as fu~endedt states 

Rale 4/1 (4) of the 

That, 
ish 

Plaintiff may be ordered to 
costsfl .. 

v"'e securi far 

in my view, ts a very wide discretion. The 
are somewhat different and Order 23 Rule 1 (1) 

reads as follot>ls:: ~ 

on the of a defendan t to an "1. (1) 
action er ether proceeding in the Hi Court, it 
appears to 

(a) that the 
the 

that the 

Court .,., 

is ordinari 
or 

aintiff 

resident out of 

p.La.Lntiff who is 
s in a representative is a nominal 

tiff who is for the benefit of some 
other person and that there is reason to believe 
that he will be unable to pay the costs of the 
defendant if ordered to do SOr or 

sect to that the aintiff's 
address is not stated in the writ or other 
ori nat process or is incorrectly stated 

or 

that the his 
the course of the proceedings with a view to 

the consequences of the li 

then to all the circumstances of the 
case, the Court thinks it just to do so, it may order 
the to such securi for the defendant's 
costs of the action or other as it thinks 
just,. jj 

It see~s to me that there are two s to the 
m:der Order 23 Rule 1 which are as follows: 

( ) that the case fall within one of the 
to and 
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() that the Court must think it ust to order sec-dri for 
costs to all the circu~stances of the 
case", 

In addition to the powar under Order 23 Rule 1, ire 
the~e is a statutory pOwer In section 726 (1) of the 

which 

"Where in and and Wales a limi tea company is 
10 ainti!! in an action or other the 

Court having jurisdiction in the matter may, if it 
appears credible that there is reason to 
believe that the company will be unable to pay the 
defendant's costs if successful in his 

15 sufficient securi to be ven for those costs, and 
may all until the securi is ven. " 

, al we do have detailed nlles or any 
s as in t certain haVe been 

20 followed in relation icatiollS and one of those 

25 

30 

35 

40 

50 

es is that Jersey Courts make a clear differentiatio::l 
between p aintiffs who are resident out of the Island and 

ffs who are resident in the Island. In relation to the 
lat ter the is that for costs ,dll ClOt 

be ordered 
sumrna;:ised on 
and I now 

ional reasons ~ lrhls is IT,ost 
(1989) JLR 1 

from the 

"The second On can be of at this 
Reliance was upon Daves Invs. Ltd. v- Bryant 
where the Judicial Greffier said [1982 J.J. at 213-
214}: 

" ••.. It has been established not to order 
securi ty for costs t a wi thin 
the jurisdiction. In the recent to this 

Meredith Jones v. Rose et au., an action 
certain very features, al tJle 
owned land in it was considered that the 

t not be marketable if it 
had to be sold to pay the defendant's costs." 

Davest was in itself an exceptional case. 
tiff company had insufficient assets 

defendant's costs and the was 

There the 
to pay the 

financed 
the beneficial owner of the company. The Judicial 

Greffier ordered securi of £500. 

In the present case, the defendants had set out in 
their of that, al the ff 
company, Offco Ltd., had assets within the 
jurisdic it was established admissions of its 
counsel" that the assets were earmarked for 
purposes and would not be sufficient to pay the 
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defendants' costs. With great candour, Advocate 
Mourant outlined to us the whole to the 
formation and administration of afreD Ltd~, which is 
beneficial owned his firm? Mourant# du Fou & 

5 Jeune~ We do not propose to repeat the information 
that ne s ied to us, much of which was of a 
sensitive nature. He also referred us to R.B. Edwards 
Decorators & Painters Ltd. v. Tretol Paint Ltd. 

alia, the Judicial 
,0 a with which we en agree, that "it 

is well that securl for costs will net be 
ordered against a alnttff residing within the 
j urisdietion unless for reasons", ff 

15 We are satisfied that the second aintl££ has assets 
ts which have a value of some £1 500, 

£800 in and an interest-free loan of £4,000 made 
to the first ffs to enable them to pay in the 
amount of securi ordered and some small disbursement 

20 tments, Advocate Mourant gave an to 
Advocate Thacker that the status quo would be 
sect to the payment of those small necessary 
disbursements until In these circumstances we 

1 leave the matter as it stands with nO order for 
25 secuxi made the second le 

!t can be seen from the Heseltine and from t~e 
Davest case that the Court in Jersey is to treat the 

of a Plaintiff company to pay an order for costs as an 
30 ional reason the Davest case demonstrates that the 

Court must be satisfied that is nevertheless just in all the 
circumstances of the case. In 
(1982) JJ 212 the Plaintiff company had insufficient assets to 
pay the Defendant's costs and the financed 

35 the beneficial owner of the company. I e now the final 

40 

45 

on page 214 of that , which reads as fo110ws:~ 

HWhile maintai the rule that the sions of 
foreign statutes, with ons, cannot be 

ied to it is e to low, as a 
de~line in the judicial exercise of on, a 

e that has become in a 
statute, In the case where the is a company 
with insuf cient assets to pay the costs of 
1i tion, so that the litigation is financed the 
beneficial owner, who could not be made 
liable for the t's costs the action 
it is just to order that the some 
securi for the defendant's costs. I therefore 
ordered the aintiff to ve securi in the sum of 

first ascertained that this sum would not 
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The reference in the 
section 447 of the 

above quotation to 
Act, 948 r which is 

Ce,nl!)aniss Act, 1985. of section 72 (1 of the 
refers:nce to the need ::or the order just 

In the case of 
(13th 

Unrenclrted pa,;e 8 of the 
which I shculd 
section from that 

and I am nOl-l 

as follows:-

the sor 
T!1ere is also a 

as to the test 
the releva.:lt 

the main which I have to decide is 
what test should I in relation to such a 

case as to the of ty or 
15 that the costs of the Defendants will not be d 

Plaintiff if the Defendants are successful in their 
out action. Section 725(1) of the es Act 1985 

the test of "the Court jurisdiction in the 
matter may, if it appears credible tes that there 

20 is reason to believe that the company will be unable to pay 
the defendant's costs if successful in his 
sufficient to be ven for those costs etc. ", I am 
not bound the words of the ish statute and it seems 
to me that the test of ·wil1 be unable to pay· is 

25 hi in the context of this case. In this 
case, it appears to me that is a substantial risk that 
if the Defendants are successful in their tion to 
s out then will not be able to enforce the whole 
or any of their costs crder the Plain III 

30 these in which the plaintiff holds the shares 
as a nominee for a which is resident 

out of the jurisdiction and which is the 
al itself , it seems to me that the 
substantial ri is sufficient. In so deci I am 

35 a broader test than that in Order 23 Rule 

4 

1 (1) - "that there is reason to believe that he 
1 be unable to pay the costs of the Defendant if ordered 

to do so· but it seems to me that the circumstances 
in this case warrant this." 

In that case, I decided that in the 
in whtch the Plaintiff held the shares 

ci rcUJ.""J.s t anc as 
as a nom':,nee ::or a 

which was resident out of the jurisdiction and was 
::inaneed in the action, it was , that 

451 could a broader test to that under the sh 
statute and that the test that I was to was "that 
there is a substantial risk that if the Defendants are successful 
in their to strike cut then will not be able to 
enforce the whole or any of their ccsts order against the 

50 Plaintif::.'· 

I did not, that case, intend te create a different test to 
for all cases but to find that in the that in 

circumstances of that case that test was 
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In my in all s,]ch cases the ultimate test in Jersey is the 
test as to whether it is just 0 make an order in all the 
circumstances of the case~ 

5 The First plaintiff is a Jersey company and the Sec~nd 
Plaintiff is a company. {rhe Defendant did not on 
tIle 

of 
this action, 

tratjon of the Second 
because both 

Defendant in relaticnto 
are Mr ~ 

10 T~A. Fiect: who lives in Both are insolvent., 
been financed a generates benefac Lor, a of!:. 

I who appears to have acted a sum of about £400! 000 into 
the since 1987. it appears to me, that, 

ect to all the matters which I must take into consideration, 
15 there appears to be a possible basis fer an order for s 

fer costs made, the of both comF'arues. 
However, I must deoide in all circumstances of the case 
whether to ~lake ,mch an order would be just. 

2G The Plaintiffs' advocate st upon me the fact 
that the for for costs wes made very 
late in the years after the action had been 
cOI1'Jllenced. The Defendants' advocate to the effect that 
very little had in the action before 1993, that the 

25 st out and then the of the s out had 
taken a further two years, that the action became 
active in 1995, that it has still not been set down on the 

list, that his clients were securi for 
future costs, that the Defendants became aware of the 

30 ous state of the Plaintiffs when certain answers t 

35 

40 

45 

50 

further and better were in Cctober 1996 and 
that the trial of the action would be scrne ti",e away. 
The Plaintiffs all that the Defendants must have been aware 
of the cunious state of the Defendants at a much earlier 

as follows:~ 

(1995) 3 All ER 534, there is a 
of the for securicy 

"7. The lateness of the for sec!lri 
is a circumstance which can be taken into 
account The Court Practice 1993 vo1 
1, para 23/1 But , if any, this 
factor should have and in which direction it 

wei must upon matters such as 
whether blame for the lateness of the 
is to be 
that of the 

at the door of the defendant or at 

aCCOtUlt the fact 
It is proper to take into 

that costs have ready been 
incurred the p~a~utiff without there an 
order :for Nevertheless it is 

te court to have to what 
costs may 
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In this easel the Defendants ha't78 conceded that 
for costs to the date of the 

and the question which arises is as to whether the 
the for sceuri for costs 

are Eot 
application 

in their 
to 

them from obt s for costs incurred thereaftor. It 
does not appear to me that any ustice will arise to the 
Plaintiffs mere virtue of the been made 
at this time~ The action has not yet been set down on the 
hearing list and interlocutory matters are continuing. 

10 , it does not seem to me that this is a cane 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

factor in relation to whether securi for casts should be 
ordered for the hereafter. 

In the case of 
[1973J 2 All ER 273 there is, at h on page 

285, a list of a number of matters which the Court take 
into account on such an as this and I am now 
from that section as fo110ws:-

suggests some of the "Counsel for 
matters which 
whether the 

the court t take into such as 
claim is bona fide and not a sham 

and whether 
success. 

the company has a of 
it will consider whether there is an 

the defendants on the or elsewhere 
that money is due. If there was a 
a substantial sum of money 
court to get rid of a nuisance cl 

into court of 
a payment into 

, that too would 
count. The court roi t also consider w.':lether the 

for securi 
and stifle a 

used 
claim. 

- so 
It would also 

consider whether the company's want of means has been 
b,CO;uoht t any conduct the defendants, such as 
delay in payment or in their of the 
work. " 

Nei thelr is that thelre is a 
1 of success or failure in this action. 
into Court of the sum of £56,000 has 

of 
Hawever r a 

been 
40 made. 

45 

50 

On page 540 of the 
as follows:-

case there is a section which reads 

"4. In all the circumstances , the court 
will have to the tiff company's s 
of success. But it should not go into the merits in 
detail unless it can cl be demonstrated that there 
1. s a of of success or failure 

1074 at 1077, 
Wilkinson V-C). 

KG v Ltd {198 1 All ER 
(198 1 WLR 420 at 423 per Browne-
In context it is relevant to 

account of the conduct of the li ga thus 
including any open offer or payment into court, 
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indicative as it may ba of the 's of 
success. But the court will also be aware of the 
D055~bili that an offer or payment may be made in 

not so much of the af success 
5 but of the nuisance value or a claim", ~g .. 

The actual claim is for a sum which can be var ous 
calcnlated at £1,200,0:)0.00 or E800,000.00 upon whether 

is based upon a loss of ts or actual losses. In 
10 the context of such a into Court of £56,000 is a 

small sum. The Defendant's advocate indicated that this sum had 
been calculated upon the bas of costs which vlOuld be incurred 

the case to trial and which would be irrecoverable on 
taxation even if the Defendants were successful. It seems to me 

15 that the sum of E56,000 s about S% of the sum 
claimed and is, there=ore, an offer in an to get rid of 
what the Defendants view as a nuisance claim which, now that 

ant has , is to go to trial. 
it does not seem to me that the actual making of the is 

20 indicative of the of likelihood of success on the of 
the Plaintiffs. 

The Plaintiffs' advocate also raised the issue as to whether 
the Plaintiffs want of means hed been about the 

25 conduct of the Defendants, I note that in the ion above 
rom the Parkinson case that examples of conduct the 

Defendant, such as in or in their 
of the work, are In this case, there has been no 
in , rather there is a as to whether an action was 

30 conducted and whether it was conceded. 
Even if the Plaintiffs suoceed in this will have to show 
that loss flowed from that and, in the context of the issue which 
I am at the moment, that their want of means resulted 
.from this. Securi for costs is ordered as secllri for the 

35 situation in which the Plaintiffs fail in their case and if 

40 

50 

fail in this case then the actions of the Defendants will not 
have caused their 
to me that this factor has any wei 

, it does not seem 
in relation to this 

The case of 
issues relating 

in relation to 
am new to 

e from various seotions commenc on page 539 of the 
as follows:-
DJ. As was established this 

Parkinson & Co Ltd v. Ltd 
All ER 2 fl9 the court has a 
discretion whether to order securi , 
a it act in the 1i t of all the 
relevant circumstances. 

2. The possibili or that the 
aintiff company will be from 

its an order for securi is not without 
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more a sufficient reason for not secuxi 
Okotcha v VO<lst ne GmhH 

{1 BCLC ;I 74 at 479 p<lr th whom 
Steyn LJ agree the exercise of 
discretion under 13 72611 J conditional en it 
show.'l thE! t tbe company is one to be unable 
to pay costs awarded t it, Parliament must 
bave envi that tbe order mi t be made in 
respect of a aintiff company that would find 
difficul in securi Pearson v 

er {197 3 All ER 531 at 536-53 
WLR 899 at 906 per 

[197 1 

3. The court must carry out a 
On the one ha'ld it must the 

exerCIse", 

ustice to the 
if prevented from a proper claim 

an order for securi that, it mus~ 
tbe ustice to tbe if no securi 

is ordered and at the trial tiff's claim 
fails and the defendant finds himself unable to 
recover from the tiff the costs which have 
been incurred him in his defence of the claim. 
The court will be concerned not to allow 
the power to order security to be used as an 
instrument of on, such as stifl a 

claim by an t company a more 
prosperous company, when the failure 
to meet that claim might in itself have been a 
material cause of the tiff's 

Farrer v Hartland & co 118 28 Ch D 
482 at 485 per Bowen But it will also be 
concerned not to be so reluctant to order securi 
that it becomes a weapon the 
company can use it inabi1i to pay costs as a 
means of putting unfair pressure on the more 
prosperous company Pearson v {19 3 
All ER 531 at (19 WLR 899 at 906. 

5. The court in the amount of securi 
that t be ordered will bear in mind that it can 
order any amount up to the 1 amount claimed 
way of securi that it is more than a 

nominal amount; it is not bound to make an 
order of a substantial amount (see Reburn 
Construction Ltd v William Irwin th! & Co Ltd 
[1991] BCC 

6. Before the court refuses to order securi on 
the that it would 5 fle a val 

court must be satisfied that, in all the 
it is that the would 

be stifled. There may be cases where this can 
be inferred without direct evidence 

Trident International Frei t Services Ltd v 
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!>1anchester Catli'!l Co {1 ECLC In the 
Trident oase there was evidence to show tllat the 
company was no and that it had 

received from another ccmpany 
whic.'! was a credi tor of tlle company and 
tllerefore had an interest in tbe tiff'lS olaim 
contin but the j in that case did not 

on the that the company could be 
relied upon to; DI'0"'2de further assistance to the 

and that was a 
could not be on 

ch, this court 

the court should consider not whether 
the company can de securi out of 
its own resouroes to continue the li but 
also whether it can raise the amount needed from 
its direc shareholders or other backers or 
interested persons. As this is lik to be 
OB'CLUi within the knowl of the tiff 
company, it is for the tiff to Sa the 
court that it would be prevented an order for 
securi from continoing the litigation (see 
PI Werft v maritime Ltd (199 

's 27) . In that case Saville J 
way of analogy the ted in another 
context, that of payment into court as a condition 
of leave to In M V Yorke I·rotors v 
Edwards ( All ER 1024 at (1 
444 at 4 450 Lord the remarks 
of llrandon LJ in the Court of 

'The fact that the man has no tal of his 
own does not mean that he cannot raise any 

tal; he may have friends, he Jnay have 
business associa 
all of whom can 12 
need. I 

he may have relatives 
him in his hour of 

In Kloeckner & Co Ag v Gatoil Overseas Inc 
CA 250 LJ cited with 
certain remarks of the 
Mr. trar Adams was to assume that the 
situation before him was the same as that 

in the Farrer case, that is to say that 
there was a that the defendant 
caused the 
of which 

on the basis 
for costs was The 

'In my judgment, the to be 
in cases where( 
araU!iHHe 

here, there are 

the Farrer n 
contends that the award of securi 

within 
lant 
will 
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stifle the appeal, should be the S~Te as the 
in ~fV Yorke Motors 

v Edwards Ord 14 cases, where conditional 
leave to defend is con ated. The 
approach, in my view, should be that the 
onus is on the lant to sati the 
Court of that the award of securi 
for costs would prevent the appeal from 

end that it is not sufficient 
lent to show that he does not 

the assets in his own personal 
resources~ As in the Yorke Motors caser the 
a"'J-J'''.LJ.dn t must., in my vi ew f shcw not 
that he does not have the money but 
that he is unable to raisa the money from 

else"," 

LJ's comment was: 'I cannot fault the 
general approach of the strar.' When the 
matter went to the full court (199 Times, 9 

) this court 
upon which an 
oould succeed. 

That case related to the power to order securi 
under RSC Ord 59, r 10{5}, which is not the 
present case. But, in my j the same 

should be on s 
726(1}. In the che case this court was not 
satisfied on the evidence that a ordered 
to ve securi was unable to raise the money 
needed. This court therefore, ted 
the same as that indicated in the cases 
of Flender Werft, Yorke Motors and Kloeckner. 
Reference was made to the Trident cass and 
LJ referred to Nourse LJ's remark that an 
inference could be drawn even in the absence of 
dirsct svidence that the claim of the aintiff 
would be stifled. He said {[1993] BCLC 474 at 
4 : 

• I am inclined to think tha t the on 
itself illustrates more than else 
the different terns of fact which come 
befors the court in the course of 
"'!-'V4.-' ca tions such as this. I 

He was therefore dis 
on its facts. 

the Trident case 

In the Trident case Nourse LJ commented that the 
s of an ication for s was t 

was reason to believe that the company would 
be unable to pay the costs of the defendan if 
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successful, in his defence [1 ECLC 253 at 
After to wha t v-c llad 

said in Pearson v 
relates to 

to the effect that s 726 
~~""jJQH.es which are iik to find 
in meeting orders for securi for difficul 

Nourse LJ said: 

'It would be ntless to insist on the 
company putting in evidence in order 
effectively to admit that which the 
defendant effecti asserts,? 

Wi th to it seems to me t}o""t there 
are two separate questions which are 
relevant. One is whether the condition for the 
d~~"~'~dticn of s 726 is satisfied. That 
the court to lock ahead to the conclusion of the 
Case to see whether the would be able to 
meet an crder for costs. On that the defendant, 
accep the cabili of the section, need 
put in no evidence. The other question which is 
relevant, ven that an cation for securi 
is made at a when the trial will not 

is whether the plainti£f company will be 
from its tien if an order 

for securi is made a st it. On this, 
evidence frem the defendant may be needed. The 
considerations those two seem 
to me to be rather different. For , a 
backer might well be to put up money to 
assist a company to pursue a case when the trial 
has not but the same backer would be 

to up money after the trial 
unsuccessfully concluded t the 

company. 

as I have indica the Trident 
case es that in certain circumstances it 
will be proper to draw even without 
direct that a company would be 
prevented from its claim an order for 
securi But, in my j t, such a case is 

to be a far rarer one than those cases in 
which the court will re evidence from the 

aintiff to make any assertion that the 
claim be stifled an order for 
securi for costs." 

~n this icular case, the part of section 6 from 
50 to the as to whether the Plaintiffs are able to 

raise the amount needed from its directors, shareholders or other 
backers or interested persons is particul tanto The 
overall test in relation to stifl also set out in that 
section and is the test that it is that the claim would 
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be stifled any particular order that was made and as t~e 
relevant circumstances are within the of the 
Plaintiffs it is for the Plaintiffs to me that would 
be an Order for from contLIluLng 

Mr~ T~lL Picot; was the b~neficial owner of th€: 
and he continues to run them. However, Hr. has 

been involved in to finance the since 1987 and, 
as I have said abov6 f has in a sum in excess of 

10 £400,000.00. Ho is both a director of the and also has 
a therei21. I had before me an affidavit of 10:r. 

dated 21st 99 , from which it is clear that he is a 
very generous person who has assisted the Picot and other 
fanilies ge:lerously in the past. In par 11 of his 

15 affidavit he indicates that he has ess s ed Mr. Picot with 
£:: ::1 000 
continue 
if Hr. 
finance 

dur the last year in order tha his firms mi 
to trade. I think that there can be little doubt that 

has the :lecessary means that he wi 1 continue to 
not only this lit tion but also the Plaintiffs 

20 Hntil this li is decided. Unfortunat ,Hr. 
'5 affidavit is not an affidavit of means and does not tell me 

how he Is. I also did not have before me any affidavit 
from Mr. Picot as to his personal circumstances. In his 
affidavit, Mr. is indicat his to advance a 

25 further £10,000 as securi for costs in action. The 
ul timate which I must ask is on as to 
whether, if I for costs in a SW", the 

be stifled. In my it is 
most that wculd be stifled if Mr. has the means 

30 to continue to them and as no evidence has been 

35 

to me 0 the effect that Mr. no has the means to 
this action, it seems to me from his with 

the plaintiffs and from the terms of his affidavit that he 
has the necessary means. 

I turn now to the ion of the of which 
would be te. Tha Defendants produced a very bare 
skeletal bill which included a claim fcr witnesses of 
£20,00 and which totalled E70,790 com~encinq with discovery. 

40 Although I am satisfied that some experts' evidence will be 
, it seems to me that the estimation of £20,000 has not 

been substantiated and I am all El0,OOO. In relation 
to other items I am taking into account the fact that a 
considerable amount of research has been done in 

45 relation to the strike cut on the question of the li 
of counsel. A claim has also been made for a assistant whc 
is an solicitor to attend the estimated three 
weeks of the trial and I have disallowed this altogether and 
assumed the trial will last twelve the basis of these 

50 calculations : have come out with a for for costs 
of £35,000 and, in al the circumstances of the case, I am 
satisfied that it is just that the Plaintiffs be ordered to 
furnish the Defendants wl th that sum by it to the Judiciae. 
Greffier. 
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In estimat this of £35 1 000 I have owed for 
the costs of the the counterclaim which rela!::ed to work 
done on the or inal action in 1986 and not for any work on 
aspects ef the counterc aim which relate to wer:";: done the 

5 Defendants on other cases", The matte s set out n t:"1e 
couaterc!ai.m are not eaded as a defence to the action but 

as a counterclain the costs 
on the case which was determined in 1986 are 
linked issues in this case~ 

r ldll need to be addressed both upon the time 
and upon the matter of the oosts of and incidental 

fer costs~ 

od for 
to the 
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